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The Syrian regime will claw back the country’s last
major opposition bastion in stages, experts say,
chipping away at Idlib until jihadists and rebels have

run out of options. Since December, Russia-backed regime
forces have pressed a blistering assault against the Idlib
region, retaking town after town despite warnings from
rebel ally Turkey to back off. “The Assad regime does not
currently have the manpower or resources to capture all of
Idlib in one operation,” said Nicholas Heras of the Institute
for the Study of War.

Instead, retaking the region dominated by Syria’s for-
mer Al-Qaeda affiliate will require Russian backing over
the course of “multiple operations with limited objectives”.
The latest offensive against Idlib, home to some three mil-
lion people, comes despite several failed ceasefire deals.
The most significant deal was signed by Moscow and
Ankara in the Russian town of Sochi in 2018, aiming to
avert an all-out government onslaught.

Under that agreement, a buffer zone was to be created
to separate jihadist and rebel fighters in the region from
pro-Damascus combatants outside it. In exchange, traffic
was to return to two key commercial arteries running
across the bastion, linking the capital and coast to second
city Aleppo. But tensions saw the deal sidelined, and the
regime gradually chipped its way northwards to claim
towns on those two highways. Yesterday, its forces took
control of the strategic crossroads town of Saraqeb in the
latest gain of a weeks-long offensive.

Freeze the conflict 
North of those roads lie some 50,000 combatants -

more than half of them rebels and the rest jihadists,
according to estimates from the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights war monitor. Battles to take those areas
would be costlier than either Moscow or Damascus would
want to bear at this point, Heras said. Turkey has called on
the regime to halt its campaign. It already hosts some 3.7
million refugees and fears a new influx.

Since December, the violence has killed more than 300
civilians and sent more than 580,000 people fleeing
towards the Turkish border. Tensions flared on Monday
after a rare escalation between Syrian regime and Turkish
forces in Idlib killed more than 20 people on both sides.
Turkey has since sent additional troops into northwest
Syria, causing Damascus to accuse Ankara of trying to
hamper its advance by their presence.

Syria analyst Samuel Ramani said further regime
progress “depends on whether the Syrian army faces stiff-
ened resistance from Turkish forces or Turkish retaliatory
strikes”. If it did, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad “might
want to freeze the conflict temporarily and then re-esca-
late once this crisis in Syria-Turkey relations blows over”,
he added. A fresh demilitarized line could be established
protect civilians. “A new buffer zone in Idlib is probably
the most likely option, but it’s unclear whether Turkey
would ultimately see that through,” he said.

Surrender or flee 
Assad, whose forces now control around 70 percent of

Syria, has repeatedly vowed to retake the entire country.
Waddah Abd Rabbo, editor of pro-government daily Al-
Watan, told AFP the reconquest of Idlib would happen “in
stages, according to international agreements such as
Sochi”. After “the highways are re-opened, it will be imper-
ative to move forwards and liberate the whole province”.

Until then, he added, civilians in Idlib would have the
option of settling their status with the regime and Syrian
fighters could surrender. Foreign fighters in Idlib are esti-
mated in their thousands and have in the past hailed from
Uzbekistan, Chechnya and China’s ethnic Uighur minority.
“They will have no choice but to surrender and face trial
by the Syrian judiciary, or flee back to where they came
from - that is, Turkey,” Abd Rabbo said.

Idlib’s population has swelled in recent years, mostly
with civilians but also with thousands of fighters evacuated
under surrender deals from other parts of the country. If
Idlib were retaken, those local fighters would have few
options left. Ramani said the fate of Idlib’s rebels largely
“depends on Turkey’s future course of action”. Late last
month, French President Emmanuel Macron accused his
Turkish counterpart of sending ships laden with Syrian
mercenaries to fight in the Libyan conflict. “Some Syrians
will join Turkey as foreign fighters in Libya,” Ramani said.
“But for most, they are at the mercy of Assad’s forces” or
face life as refugees. — AFP 

Regime to chip away at Idlib region in stages 

Trump’s trial 
over but final 
verdict not in

In Hollywood, it is called a false ending - where the
story appears to be heading to a close but is not yet
over. US President Donald Trump’s impeachment trial

ended on Wednesday with a conclusion that was unsur-
prising - his acquittal. But in reality the end of the story
will play out in November, when American voters go to
the polls.

That is when Democrats will finally learn whether their
gamble to impeach a president for the third time in US
history paid any electoral dividends in winning over
undecided voters. Opinion polls during the impeachment
proceedings suggested little political harm to Trump -
opinions among Republicans and Democrats were largely
entrenched from the outset.

November is also when Republican Party lawmakers
in the US Congress, especially those in districts and
states that are a toss-up, may learn the political costs of
erecting a human wall to block efforts to remove Trump
from the Oval Office. Trump’s lawyers argued that with
elections nine months away it should be left to the voters
to render the final verdict on whether Trump abused his
office by pressuring Ukraine to investigate a Democratic
political rival, Joe Biden.

The impact of the trial on the election is far from clear.
By the time Election Day arrives, Trump’s impeachment,
and the partisan battle around it, may be a distant memo-
ry for many voters more focused on bread-and-butter
issues. Still, the impeachment of one of the most polariz-
ing presidents in modern US history has shaken up the
election race by energizing both parties’ bases.

“I think it’s done one good thing for Democrats. It has
awakened some of the activists to the very real possibili-
ty that Trump will win a second term,” said Larry Sabato,

director of the University of Virginia’s Center for Politics.
Trump has raised millions of dollars for his re-election
campaign off the impeachment trial, netting $46 million in
the fourth quarter of 2019 in the most lucrative haul of his
re-election campaign. The money, raised during the
impeachment inquiry, was mostly from supporters angry
at Democratic efforts to oust him from office, Republican
officials said.

Democrats, who have to worry about their fragile
controlling majority in the House, saw massive fundrais-
ing spikes too on both Democratic presidential candi-
dates and in congressional races. Republicans and
Democrats are likely to attack their opponents’ impeach-
ment votes in the Senate and the House of
Representatives in media ads during the election cam-
paign, some political analysts said. In some places that
has already begun.

Representative Joe Cunningham, a Democrat who
flipped a South Carolina district in 2018 that had been
Republican for decades, launched advertisements in his
district this month to emphasize his legislative achieve-
ments to counter a wave of anti-impeachment attack ads
by Republicans. Cunningham’s approach echoes that of
many Democrats, especially in vulnerable districts: Say
little about impeachment and focus on accomplishments.
“I just want to make sure the record is clear on exactly
what we are doing, and where our focus is,” the con-
gressman told Reuters.

Swaying voters
When House of Representatives Speaker Nancy

Pelosi, the top Democrat in Congress, announced the
impeachment inquiry in September, many Democrats
were hopeful of winning over a greater share of public
opinion. Pelosi cited polls showing increased support
among Americans for an inquiry into Trump’s conduct.
Over the course of months, public opinion edged towards
support for impeachment but the hoped-for groundswell
failed to materialize despite televised congressional hear-
ings in which current and former government officials
detailed a pressure campaign to push Ukraine to carry
out the probes Trump sought.

Pelosi’s decision to launch the inquiry did quell a
growing clamor within her party, especially from the left,
for Trump to be impeached, an effort she had been resist-
ing for months amid worries it could backfire on
Democrats electorally. Her decision gave the party a unit-
ed public stance against what Democrats viewed as
Trump’s outrageous behavior, a rallying cry they can use
against Republicans through November.

Democratic lawmakers say the decision by Senate
Republicans not to allow witnesses at Trump’s trial and to
acquit him could come back to haunt them in November.
“A lot of people are going to look at the Republican
Party and say, ‘They were more about protecting the
president than they were about finding out what really
happened,’” California Representative Gil Cisneros, one
of the last House Democrats to back an impeachment
inquiry, said in an interview.

Trump too can now boast he has survived both an
inquiry by Special Counsel Robert Mueller into Russian
election meddling in 2016 to help him get elected and
now impeachment, efforts that he has said are driven by
“Deep State” elements within the US government
opposed to his presidency. Reuters/Ipsos polling shows
that the impeachment proceedings have not had an
impact on Trump’s popularity among Americans.

The latest poll, conducted on Feb 3-4, showed 42 per-
cent of American adults approved of his performance,
while 54 percent disapproved. That is nearly the same as
it was when the House launched its impeachment inquiry
in September, when his approval stood at 43 percent and
his disapproval at 53 percent. “The ultimate deciders are
the independent voters who seem to have broken at least
even, if not slightly in favor of the president on the issue
of fairness,” of the process, said Republican Senator Tim
Scott of South Carolina, where Trump scored a solid vic-
tory in 2016.

Representative Jeff Van Drew of New Jersey, whose
concerns over impeachment led him to abandon the
Democratic Party for the Republicans, said of Trump: “I
don’t think anybody’s invulnerable, and I don’t think you
should ever say that.” But he added: “I certainly think it’s
benefited him.” — Reuters 

Farmers show why 
premature births may 
boom in warmer world

Sirreh Samateh has worked outdoors through all
eight of her pregnancies, laboring in the sun to
grow rice and vegetables in her Gambian village

of Jali. But each recent year has been hotter than the
last, said the 41-year-old, who is seven months preg-
nant, as she joined other village women hauling water
from a well for their onion patch. Last week tempera-
tures in her region hit 42 degrees Celsius - and this is
the cold season.

“My previous pregnancies were not so difficult but
now, around two to five o’clock, my whole body feels
hot,” said Samateh, a flowered veil covering her head
and pregnant belly. “When I’m working in the sun I feel
dizzy and my whole body shakes,” she told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation. Samateh is taking part in
a first-of-its-kind study to figure out how such heat
affects both mother and baby, as growing evidence
suggests it may lead to premature births and low birth
weight, said health researcher Ana Bonell.

As the planet warms, some regions - including the
African tropics - are heating up faster than others.
Periods of extreme heat are becoming longer and more
frequent, and that has dangerous effects particularly on
vulnerable groups including the elderly, infants, and
people who work outdoors, scientists say. “We know
that many African subsistence farmers are women, and
they’ve been a neglected area of research,” said Andy
Haines, a former director of the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and a supervisor of
Bonell’s research. That means “this work is potentially
very significant”.

Large studies from the United States and Europe
have shown that higher temperatures are linked to an
increase in premature births and babies born under-
weight, but they have not demonstrated how or why it
happens, said Bonell, a doctor specializing in tropical
medicine and maternal health. To try to answer that
question, she has observed 50 pregnant women so far
in an ongoing study for the Medical Research Council
(MRC) Unit The Gambia at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. She aims to monitor
125 in total. In about 30 percent of the women, Bonell
said, she has seen signs of foetal distress - either a high
fetal heart rate or not enough blood going to the baby -
when mothers work outside in the heat.

Heating up
Gambian women said they see weather patterns

changing and heat rising but there is relatively little they
can do to adapt. “The sun is getting hotter and we have
a smaller amount of rain during the rainy season,” said
Jankey Drammeh, a 44-year-old farmer who is eight
months pregnant with her 11th child. “For four years
now we have noticed these changes,” she said. When it
gets too hot she stops and rests for a bit, pours some
water on her head, and then keeps working, she said.

When people’s bodies are exposed to heat, more
blood flows to the skin to allow heat to escape and to
cool them. This means less blood flowing to the heart
and internal organs, including potentially the placenta,
said Bonell. In studies where pregnant sheep were put
on a treadmill in the heat, scientists found a decrease in
blood flow to the placenta, which is critical for normal
fetal growth. For ethical reasons, this type of study has
not been done on humans.

Bonell’s research consists of observing, throughout a
single day, changes in uterine blood flow and foetal
heart rate in pregnant women who normally work in
high heat. She scans her subjects in the middle of the
workday and if there are worrying symptoms she
encourages the mother to rest or brings her to a clinic,
she said. “I’m definitely seeing changes in the umbilical
artery in about 30 percent of women,” she said,
although she has not analyzed the data yet.

That would correspond with previous, unrelated
studies showing that about 35 percent of all outdoor
workers develop heat strain. After a year, Bonell - who
started her study in August - hopes to be able to show
that heat does have negative effects on the fetus. She
then plans to carry out a larger study to establish the
link with prematurity and other birth outcomes.
Premature birth complications are the leading cause of
death for children under five, and preterm birth rates
are increasing around the world, according to the
World Health Organization.

Climate change is predicted to have huge impacts
on human health, ranging from a rise in infectious dis-
eases to more antibiotic resistance and growing mal-
nutrition. Few studies have been done in Africa, and
scientists last month pledged to double down on
research in this area at an international health confer-
ence hosted by the MRC Unit in Gambia. “One of the
obvious and direct effects of climate change is going
to be to reduce the ability of people to work out-
doors,” said global health expert Haines. “Given that
we can’t cut emissions tomorrow, we do need to
adapt,” he said. — Reuters

A man takes a picture with a camera while standing atop the roof of a building in a deserted area of the town of Ariha, about 13 km south of Idlib in northwestern Syrian Idlib
province on Friday, after most residents fled due to bombardment by approaching government forces. — AFP 

El Salvador govt 
effort against 
gangs bears fruit 

Since his arrival in office in June, Salvadoran President
Nayib Bukele has stepped up the country’s war on
criminal gangs, an effort that is bearing fruit accord-

ing to experts who point to a falling murder rate. The
country of 6.5 million is one of the most violent in the
world and its citizens also face chronic poverty which has
prompted many to flee northward towards the United
States, including in infamous migrant caravans.

In January El Salvador recorded 119 murders, its lowest
monthly tally since the end of its civil war in 1992, the
president said recently. Its murder rate, meanwhile, has
dropped massively between 2018 and 2019, from 51 to
35.6 inhabitants per 100,000. When Bukele assumed
office, criminal gangs intensified their activity in an appar-
ent attempt to force the new government to make conces-
sions such as easing jail conditions, analysts said.

Far from buckling, the government toughened its stance
on jailed gang members. “The message was clear: The
gangs know that if they challenge the president, the jailed
leaders will pay the consequences,” said analyst Juan

Ramon Medrano, a professor at Francisco Gavidia
University.

Gangs holding back 
Justice and Security Minister Rogelio Rivas has repeat-

ed several times: “Now the government is in control of the
country’s prisons”. El Salvador’s criminal gangs, which are
involved in extortion, drug-trafficking and other crime,
boast around 70,000 members, including 17,000 who are
incarcerated. According to Janette Aguilar, a researcher at
the Central American University (UCA) of El Salvador,
pressure from authorities has led to the gangs reigning in
their activities.

She suggested that “an agreement has been reached
between the main rival gangs” Barrio 18 and Mara
Salvatrucha, more commonly known as MS-13, to reign in
their violent activities against each other. Carlos Carcach,
a researcher from the Higher School of Economics and
Business said that “something is happening inside the
gangs that explains them reducing their violence levels.” 

Bukele, 38, enjoys sky-high popularity ratings and his
security policies have been well-received among weary
Salvadorans. Medrano says the public believes that under
Bukele the police, with help from the military, are “trying
harder” to combat criminal gangs while working “more
intelligently.”

Extortion still rampant 
While there are fewer murders not all of the gangs’

activities are on the decline. “There’s been no decrease in
extortion, which is the gangs’ oxygen,” said Medrano. The
president’s biggest challenge is “to stop extortion and get
to the root of the problem,” which means preventing the
gangs from recruiting new young members, he added. But
to do that, “youngsters need to have the opportunity to
work and study to better themselves,” he said. Greater
reduction of gang violence would open the way for more
investment in El Salvador’s poorest communities therefore
helping the youngsters, he added. — AFP 

The feet of suspected members of Mara 18, who remain under
custody, are seen at Isidro Menendez Justice Court in San
Salvador on Feb 6, 2020. — AFP 


